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Introduction: The appearance of Propontis, one of 

many distinct classical dark albedo features on Mars, 
has been documented by ground-based observers for 
well over a century [1]; Propontis was once thought to 
be the location of an “important Martian lake”.  The 
roughly circular feature (centered at 38°N, 179°W) 
covers about 500km in north-south extent.  Modern 
spacecraft observations have shown the northern plains 
in which Propontis is located to include many subdued 
craters, knobs, and troughs; many local dust storms 
have also been noted in this region [2].  Overall dark-
ening and expansion of the feature was noted between 
the time of Viking Orbiter observations and Mars 
Global Surveyor observations [3].  

Recent Spacecraft Observations:  The Mars 
Color Imager (MARCI) onboard the Mars Reconnais-
sance Orbiter (MRO) has documented dramatic 
changes in the Propontis feature during August 2009 
(Mars Year 29).  Daily MARCI mosaics (spatial reso-
lution of 1 km/pixel) reveal extensive dust storm activ-
ity in this region over a ten day period (August 16–25,  
Ls ~ 322°–327°, MY 29) [see Figure 1].  At this time, 
the north polar seasonal ice cap was at maximum ex-
tent (reaching southward to about 55°N), and dust 
storm activity was frequently observed southward of 
the seasonal cap.  These storms apparently led to suffi-
cient deposition of bright dust to effectively “erase” 
the dark Propontis feature – yielding one of the most 
significant changes in regional albedo since Mars 
Global Surveyor began routine global mapping in 
1997.  Albedo observations of the region by the 
OMEGA instrument onboard Mars Express also de-
tected these changes [4].   

Only minor variations have been detected over the 
course of repeated MARCI observations of this region 
since late-2009 – Propontis has not yet “recovered” to 
its previous extent and appearance (see Figure 2).  
MRO is expected to provide ongoing MARCI map-
ping, enhanced with regular Context Imager (CTX, 
spatial resolution of 6 m/pixel) monitoring. 

Conclusions: In August 2009, regional dust storms 
deposited sufficient bright dust to reduce the contrast 
of Propontis dramatically — effectively “erasing” this 
distinct and long-observed dark albedo feature.  The 
regional albedo has not “recovered” in the nearly three 
Mars years lapsed to date, though many local dust 
storms have swept through the area over that time. 

Standard “dust deposition models” — amounting to 
microns of dust accumulation on dark surfaces — can 
account for the observed albedo variations.     
 
 

 
Figure 1:  MARCI color images showing repeated 

local dust storms sweeping over the Propontis regional 
dark albedo feature.  Dust storm activity was observed 
daily during the ten-day period beginning on 8/16/09. 
“X” marks the approximate center of Propontis.  
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Figure 2:  MARCI Band 5 (wavelength: 725 nm) 

monthly mosaics showing the Propontis regional dark 
albedo feature over time.  Only minor albedo varia-
tions are noted since the feature faded in late-August 
2009. 
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